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Classification of Sour ces

Data analysis classification
Sources of gravitational radiation can be split into four classes for
the purposes of detection methods.

Stochastic sources produce long-lasting (years) gravitational ra-
diation which can only be characterized statistically.

Examples: the big bang, unresolvable populations of compact
sources.

Detection Schemes: statistical correlation between multiple de-
tectors, “maximum likelihood” statistical schemes.

Periodic sources produce long-lasting (days - years) gravitational
radiation at a single frequency, which is Doppler modulated
by the motion of the detector (e.g. Earth’s orbital motion) or
source.

Examples: rotating neutron stars or other compact objects.

Detection Schemes: Fourier transforms demodulated by slid-
ing stacks or Hough transforms.

Modeled burst sources produce bursts (msec - minutes) of grav-
itational radiation in the detectable frequency band by a pro-
cess for which there is an trusted theoretical model.

Examples: inspiral of a compact binary, “ringing” black hole.

Detection Schemes: “matched filtering” with banks of template
waveforms.

Unmodeled burst sources produce bursts (msec - minutes) of grav-
itational radiation in the detectable frequency band by a pro-
cess for which there is no trusted theoretical model.

Examples: core collapse supernovae, black hole mergers.

Detection Schemes: under development.



Unmodeled Sour ces

Definition
Unmodeled sources have the following properties:� they emit gravitational radiation in the frequency band in which

our detectors are sensitive.� they are “burst” sources, i.e. the time for which the radiation
is emitted in the detector band is small (sampling period

��
duration

�� minutes).� no trusted theoretical waveforms exist for the radiation.

Supernovae (K. Thorne, gr-qc/9706079)
Core collapse of stars can lead to various mechanisms which gen-
erate gravitational radiation, including:

1. axisymmetric collapse (unmodeled)
Centrifugally flattened core collapses to nuclear density, bounces
back, and oscillates axisymmetrically, producing weak gravi-
tational radiation.� signal duration � 0.1 sec.� signal frequency � 200 Hz - 1000 Hz.� abundance � (100 years

�����
with LIGO I.

2. collapse induced convection (unmodeled)
Energy of collapse heats core and causes convective currents
which produce gravitational radiation.� duration � 1 sec.� frequency � 100 Hz.� abundance � (100 years

�����
with LIGO I.

3. bar instabilities (unmodeled)
Inherent instabilities in the nuclear fluid causes core to distort
into a rotating bar which emits gravitational radiation.� duration

�� 1000 sec.� frequency � 10 Hz - 100 Hz.� abundance
�� few/year with LIGO I?



Black Hole Mergers (Flanagan & Hughes, PRD57, 4535, (1998))
Coalescing black hole binaries undergo three phases of evolution:

1. inspiral (modeled)
Two black holes slowly spiral inward as they orbit each other,
producing gravitational radiation. Accurate waveforms are cal-
culated theoretically using post-Newtonian expansions of the
equations of motion.

2. merger (unmodeled)
The orbit becomes unstable, the black holes plunge toward
each other, and the event horizons merge, producing gravita-
tional radiation. No waveform has been calculated. If � is the
total mass of the system:� duration � 	�
������� ��� ������� sec.� frequency � ��
���������� � � ��� Hz – 	�
� !�"��� � � � ��� Hz.� abundance

�� 5/year with LIGO I?

3. ringdown (modeled)
Enveloped by a single event horizon, the newly merged black
hole vibrates as it approaches its equilibrium configuration,
producing gravitational radiation. Accurate waveforms are cal-
culated using black hole perturbation theory.

Signal strengths for
three phases of a bi-
nary black hole sys-
tem
- Flanagan and Hughes.



Other unmodeled sources?
“ 
#
$
 when gravitational waves are finally seen, they will come
predominantly from sources we have not thought of or we have
underestimated.” (Thorne, 300 Years of Gravitation, 1987)

Methods for Detecting Unmodeled Sour ces

Ideas from Orsay (Arnaud et al, gr-qc/9903035)
The VIRGO group in Orsay is comparing several methods.
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Student’s t-test method (Mohanty, gr-qc/9910027)� looks for non-stationarity in data by comparing mean power at
each frequency in sections of data separated by a fixed time.� if means are significantly different (Student’s t-test) then flag
sections.� proposed for robust detector characterization.



Time-frequency method (WGA & Balasubramanian, PRD60, 102001,
(1999))

1. Produce a time-frequency representation of data, e.g. spec-
trogram

(a) divide data segment into subsegments (0, %'& ), ( %'& ,2 %(& ), 
$
#

(b) Fourier transform each subsegment

(c) calculate power in each frequency bin of each subsegment

(d) plot graph of power as a function of time subsegment and
frequency bin.

2. Find curves using methods developed for image analysis, e.g.
for finding roads in satellite images.

3. Use curve vetoing and an appropriate statistical threshold to
sort signal curves from noise.
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The Excess Power Method

Theory of Optimal Filters
Because interferometer noise is stochastic, detecting signals is a
statistical process. Start with some useful definitions:0214365.7

: a vector of 8 consecutive interferometer data samples.3
: a detector noise vector (usually stochastic).7
: a signal vector (possibly 9 ).

A Filter: an algorithm whose input is detector data and whose
output is a list of signal candidates.

False Alarm Probability: probability that the filter detects a signal
when no signal is present. We want this to be low.

False Dismissal Probability: probability that a filter does not de-
tect a signal when one is present. We want this to be low
also.

An Optimal Filter: filter that has the lowest false dismissal proba-
bility for any given false alarm probability. Depends on the set
of signals.

The Likelihood Ratio: :<; 0>=/? @ ; 7A=CB ; 0EDF7G=B ; 0ED 9 =B ; 0EDH7A=>I probability of obtaining
0

if signal
7

is present.B ; 0ED 9 =JI probability of obtaining
0

if no signal is present.@ ; 7G=�I
measure over space of signals.

Question: can one determine the optimal filter for a given set of
signals?

Answer (Neyman-Pearson Lemma): the optimal filter is a thresh-
old decision rule for the likelihood function, i.e.

1. calculate the likelihood ratio

:<; 0>=
for the detector output

0
.

2. compare to a threshold value determined by setting the false
alarm probability.

3. if

:<; 0>=
exceeds the threshold value, signal is detected.



The Power Filter (WGA, P. Brady, J. Creighton, É. Flanagan)

Choosing a signal
choice of signal -/K degree of prior knowledge about the signal-LK what the optimal filter for that signal is.

matched
filter

power
filter

e.g. binary inspiral
(PN waveform)

e.g. black hole merger
∆ ∆(   t,   f )

more less
knowledge

of signal

Black hole mergers
for black hole mergers, Flanagan and Hughes estimate durationMON

and frequency band
MQP

of signal.

Question
What is the optimal
filter when the prior
knowledge is only the
time duration and fre-
quency band of the
signal?
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Answer
Construct the likelihood ratio.

Integrand: assume noise (
3

) is Gaussian and stationary:B ; 3>=+1 R�SUT�VXW - 3OY'3	 Z
whereR

is a constant3OY'3
is an inner product

both of which depend on the autocorrelation matrix of the
noise.



Integrand (cont.)
If no signal is present3 1 0 -LK B ; 0[D 9 =L1 R\SGT]V_^ - 0�Y'0	 ` 

If a signal

7
is present,3 1 0 - 7 -LK B ; 0aDb7A=/1 R�SUT�V ^ -Oc 0 - 7 � Y c 0 - 7 �	 ` 


Thus the likelihood ratio is:<; 0>=+1 @ ; 7A=dSUT�V W 0OY(7 - 76Y#7	 Z 

Measure: reflects our prior knowledge of the signal. Signal has

duration
MeN

and frequency band
MeP

.
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This restricts0�Y#7
to the

subspace f c MONhghMQP �
of vectors
with this du-
ration and
frequency band.

Every
7

in f is equally likely, so the measure over i is uni-
form over an c 	Lj - � � -sphere, where 	kj 1 	 MON � MQP

is the
dimensionality of f . Now the likelihood ratio is:<; 0>=/1 @ ;ml =Jn �po'qsrut vw x izy|{~} t$�p��t i SGT]VXW l"� ���$� y�i Z 


Shortcut:

:<; 0>=
increases monotonically with

�
which implies that

for every

:��
there is a

�k�
such that

:<; 0>=>� :�� -LK � � �L�
.

Optimal Filter: threshold on� 1�0��>Y(0���1�������D������D t ��� �����
frequency domain representation data vector.� � is the interferometer noise spectrum.

The optimal filter is a threshold on the total power of the inter-
ferometer data for the duration and in the frequency band of the
signal.



Operating Characteristics
Use known statistical properties of Gaussian variables to get false
alarm and false dismissal probabilities:

False Alarm: if there is no signal, then

�
is a sum of j random

variables. It therefore has a � t distribution with j degrees of
freedom. False alarm probability for threshold

� �
is� c � � � � D l 1 � � 1 � c j g � � � 	 �� c j �

where � c � g¢¡ � is incomplete Gamma function.

False Dismissal: if a signal of amplitude

l
is present, then

�
is

distributed as a non-central � t distribution with j degrees of
freedom. False dismissal probabilities can be easily calcu-
lated numerically.

Comparison to Matched Filters
The matched filter is the optimal filter for a signal where the prior
knowledge is the waveform. It is instructive to compare the ef-
fectiveness of the power filter. For a given time duration and fre-
quency band we consider a bank of templates to search for 8
signals of that duration and band. We compare the performance
of that bank of templates to the power filter.

For fixed false alarm
and false dismissal
probabiliies, we ob-
tain the required sig-
nal amplitude

l
for

the power filter, and
likewise for a bank
of matched filters. £
is the ratio of these
amplitudes.
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If the number of filters in the bank is large and the time-frequency
volume is small, the power filter is almost as effective as a bank
of matched filters.



Algorithms and Implementation
We have investigated two implementations:
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For frequency bands of 	�Ù�Ú�Û MeP Û4	����bÙÜÚ and signal durations
of �/
����(�ÞÝßÛ MON Û �/
�ÞÝ and sampling rate of �'à�Ù�Ú second method
is � ��� faster.

Multiple Detectors
An optimal multi-detector statistic can be derived in the same way.� t c i g�ádgUâ � 1 � �>ã D låä ���æ äÇç� c N ä � 5 l t ���æ t ç� c N t � D tl ä � æ äÇç� 5 l t � æ t ç�� c i gèâ>g�á � K sky position of source.� l�é K detector weightings [functions of c i gUâ>g|á � ].� N é K arrival times [functions of c i gUâ � ].
Note that this statistic contains both cross and autocorellations.



Summary� unmodeled sources require new methods to detect.� a number of methods for unmodeled sources are under inves-
tigation.� a new method for detecting black hole mergers, the power
filter, will be available soon.� the power filter can perform almost as well as a matched filter.� efficient implementations of the power filter are available.� multiple detector versions of the power filter are available.

Comments� while this derivation of the power filter used Gaussian noise,
it can be shown that this filter is optimal for weak signals in
other types of noise.� generalized power filters have recently been “attracting con-
siderable interest” in the signal processing community (Streit
and Willis. IEEE Trans. Signal Processing 47, 1823 (1999)).� Brady has written preliminary code to implement the long FFT
algorithm. Flanagan will lead the effort to produce a LAL im-
plementation.
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